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“It’s time for a Rethink– 
high quality at factory-direct
prices”

In the early 1980s, implant dentistry was still seen as a speciality reserved for oral and maxillofacial 

surgeons. The development of the Core-Vent implant by Dr Gerald Niznick, USA, contributed toward 

popularizing this new and promising treatment modality among general dentists. It is therefore highly

justified to call Gerald Niznick one of the Godfathers of implant dentistry.Now the Godfather has returned

to the European market.

Dr. Niznick, You are referred to as one of the pi-
oneers in oral implantology in the United States.
What are your personal milestones in your profes-
sional career?

1982: Introduction of the the Core-Vent System.
This implant had a threaded neck and a hollow basket
on the bottom for insertion with a trephine drill that
that left a core of bone projecting into the basket. The
Core-Vent System introduced the concept of implant
prosthodontics by providing a multiple of abutment
options that varied based on clinical applications. 

1986: Introduction of the Screw-Vent System. This
self-tapping implant had an internal connection that
combined an internal hex with internal threads (US
Pat. No. 4,960,381) that became the cornerstone of
modern implant design, eventually licensed to 9 im-
plant companies and copied by many more.

1990: Introduction of the Spectra-System of im-
plants with Fixture-mount, sterile packaging. The
packaging of the implant suspended on a fixture-
mount (US Pat. No.  5,062,800) simplified and stan-
dardized the surgical insertion procedures, and pro-
viding the implants in a sterile vial eliminated the need
for dentists to clean and sterilize the implant before
placement. The fixture mount design evolved in 1997
to allow its use as as a transfer and by 1999, to allow
its use as a final abutment, reducing the need to pur-
chase additional components.

1998: Development of the Paragon implant Sys-
tem with implant designs and packaging for one-or
two-stage surgery (US. Pat. # 5,622,500) 

1999: Development of the Tapered Screw-Vent for
insertion into a socket prepared with a straight drill.
This allowed for a soft-bone surgical protocol provid-
ing increased stability by bone expansion, and for a
hard-bone surgical protocol allowing insertion in
dense bone without the need for bone taps. 

2006: Introduction of the Implant Direct's Spectra-
System of Application Specific Implants providing all-
in-one packaging for 5 implants, each with the same
body but with different platforms and packaged com-
ponents for different clinical applications. 

What was your prime motive to start all over
again, after the sale of your company Paragon? 

Zimmer Dental made the decision to move its man-
ufacturing 130 miles south of Los Angeles , leaving me
with an empty building and 90 of there former em-
ployees out of work. These employees, many of whom
had worked for me for years prior to the transition to
Zimmer, were engineers, machinists and Quality Con-
trol experts with the key knowledge to make high qual-
ity dental implants, developed over 15 years of implant
manufacturing. In the years between 2000 and 2004,
the implant industry had expanded at a rapid rate and
the prices of dental implants had also increased sub-
stantially. I saw a business opportunity to re-enter the
field, spend the remaining 2 years of my non-compete
developing a new system and re-enter the market with
a broad product line incorporating the best and most
popular features at reasonable prices. The concept of
Application Specific Implants with All-in-one packag-
ing grew out of that development process.  
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Which philosophy does Implant Direct follow
and what are the USP’s of your products?

Implant Direct's philosophy is explained in our Mis-
sion Statement, “Provide experienced implant dentists
with high quality, innovative implants and abutments
through internet sales at factory-direct prices”. Our
Unique Selling Proposition is that we offer the indus-
tries broadest product line with surgically and/or pros-
thetically  compatible with the top selling implant sys-
tems., providing all-in-one packaging for ease of or-
dering, inventory control and cost savings. 

Which services do you offer to your customers
in the field of implantology? Are you also provid-
ing support in the field of practice organization and
cost management in practice? 

Implant Direct has focused on developing on-line
customer support with an extensive library of 3-D
graphic videos to explain clinical procedures  for each
of our systems. In the US and Europe we have devel-
oped technical support departments to assist with
product use and ordering. Implant Direct offers the
most comprehensive and intuitive on-line ordering
system in the implant industry, simplifying the selec-
tion of compatible parts for the various systems we of-
fer. In the US, we have a customer support department
with 24 well trained people backed up by several labo-
ratory technicians and have started to build an outside
sales force. By the end of 2008, there will be 32 inside
customer service people each partnered with on of the
32 outside sales people. In Europe, we are starting to
follow this same model but we also have distributors
in several European Countries who are knowledgeable
and able to provide education and technical support.    

Which significance does Implant Direct have in
the market today and what are your goals for the
coming years? 

In the first 18 months of sales, Implant Direct has
grown to the level of sales that Core-Vent/Paragon
Implant Company had achieved after 18 years. We are
not only converting customers from the big compa-
nies, we are driving down their prices as they struggle
to retain their customers in the face of what Merrill
Lynch called a “Price-Point Shift in the Dental Implant
Industry” caused by Implant Direct's “unprecedented
low dental implant prices.” While there are other com-
panies selling at prices substantially lower than the
top companies, none offer such a wide variety of two-
stage, one-stage and one-piece implants of such high
quality and innovations. This was made possible by
my investing $30,000,000 before selling my first im-
plant with 2.5 years of development and production
being spent before the initial product launch in Octo-
ber 2006. This is discussed in an interview video avail-
able on the home page of www.implantdirect.com.
My goal for the coming years is to make implant den-
tistry accessible and affordable to as many dentists

and their patients as possible, by offering the highest
quality products at cost effective prices with readily
available technical support and simplified ordering
through the Internet. 

Which are the most important markets to you—
today and in future? 

Undoubtedly the North American Market is the
easiest for me to penetrate quickly because of the
high prices maintained by all the major implant com-
panies and because I have trained or lectured to thou-
sands of dentists in this market over the last 25 years.
The second most important market is Europe and here
I have invested in building an experienced team,
headed by two former executive Straumann market-
ing, sales and product managers, and establishing a
distribution center in Zurich for fast, efficient delivery
of products throughout Europe, either directly or
through distributors. We have made significant im-
pact in the middle east markets though establishment
of an Israeli Corporate office and with renewed rela-
tions with former distributors who switched from
Zimmer product to Implant Direct. Korea similarly is
poised for rapid growth again with two former Zim-
mer Dental distributors switching to Implant Direct.
Our focus is to continue to expand our web sites to in-
clude all European country languages._

Jerry Niznick DMD MSD
President, Implant Direct
E-mail: info-eu@implantdirekt.com
Web: www.implantdirect.com
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